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Feeding History Questionnaire 
 Is the dog a pure bred or mixed breed: Beagle or Greyhound?
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Has the dog had ANY of the following foreign or domestic treats in the past 12 months?
         -Chicken, duck, or sweet potato jerky-like/dehydrated products 
                  (including rawhides stuffed or wrapped with these)
         -Salmon, lamb, beef, or bison jerky-like/dehydrated products
                   (including rawhides stuffed or wrapped with these)
This dog qualifies for sample collection and testing. Please fill out all of the following information. 
NOTE: If any data is missing, the sample will not be accepted for testing.
Do any of the following apply to your dog, PAST or PRESENT? Please check ALL that apply.
Section 4-Diet
Please review and mark the appropriate box for foods and supplements the dog has eaten in the past 6 months.  
Please indicate EXACT BRAND NAME, AMOUNT and FREQUENCY fed.
Food type
Yes
No
Unknown
Brand Name(s)
Amount fed
Frequency fed
Who feeds it? 
Dry Pellets or Kibble
Wet in Can or Pouch
Commercial Raw
Homemade Raw
Homemade cooked
Table Scraps
Section 4-Diet continued
Treat Type	
Yes
No
Unknown
Brand Name(s)	
Amount fed
Frequency fed
Who feeds it?
Biscuits
Treat sticks or strips
Rawhide/bully stick
Pig ear
Dental chew/bone
Bone/antler
Training treats
Grapes/Raisins
Other treats
Supplement Type
Yes
No
Unknown
Brand Name(s)
Amount fed
Frequency fed
Who feeds it?
Probiotics
Vitamins
Joint/Hair/Nail supplements
Heartworm Prevention
Flea Prevention
Other supplements
Thank you for providing your information.
Section 5-Exercise
Please place a check in the box for ALL activities your dog performs. 
Activity
Yes
No
Unknown
Minutes spent on Activity
How many times a week?
Run
Walk/Hike
Swim
Dog park/Daycare
Other
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